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Abstract
This work presents a description of the implementation of the WebMachining methodology and system
(http://WebMachining.AlvaresTech.com) developed in a context of e-Mfg, aiming at integrating
CAD/CAPP/CAM for the remote manufacturing of cylindrical parts through the Internet. The methodology and
its implementation are conceived starting from the modelling paradigm based on synthesis by design features,
in order to allow the integration of the activities of collaborative design (WebCADbyFeatures), generative
process planning (WebCAPP) and production (WebTurning). The system is implemented in a distributed
environment of agents (agents' community), whose architecture is stratified in three levels: design, Process
Planning and Production; being adopted Knowledge Query and Manipulation Language (KQML) as the
language pattern of messages among the design, process planning and production agents.
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1 INTRODUCTION
It is in course a new revolution in the work system adopted
in the manufacture companies, migrating from the activities
aided by the computer (CAD, CAPP, CAM, CAP, etc),
developed in the 80´s and 90´s of the 20th century, to
activities based on e-Work (electronic-work), which
characterize the beginning of work in the information era,
with intensive use of Information Technology.
Information Technology, especially the technology of
communication networks and the convergence of
technologies based on networks and the Internet, is
opening a new domain for construction of the future
manufacturing environment called e-Mfg (electronicManufacturing), using work methods based on
Collaborative e-Work, especially for the activities
developed during the product development cycle in
integrated
and
collaborative
CAD/CAPP/CAM
environments. This is a new paradigm for these computer
systems based on global environments, network centered
and geographically distributed, enabling the development
of activities using e-Work. This will allow the product
developers and planners to have easier communication,
enabling design sharing during the development of the
product, as well as the teleoperation and monitoring of the
manufacturing devices.
This paper describes the implementation of the
WebMachining
system
and
methodology
(http://WebMachining.AlvaresTech.com) developed in a
context of e-Mfg, aiming at integrating CAD/CAPP/CAM for
the remote manufacture of cylindrical parts through the
Internet. The methodology and its implementation stem
from the modelling paradigm based on synthesis of design
features, in order to allow the integration of the activities of
collaborative design (WebCADbyFeatures), generative

process
planning
(WebCAPP)
and
production
(WebTurning). The system is implemented in a distributed
environment of agents (agents' community), and its
architecture is stratified in three levels: Design, Process
Planning and Production; being adopted Knowledge Query
and Manipulation Language (KQML) as the language
pattern of messages among the design, process planning
and production agents.
2 COLLABORATIVE CAD AND RELATED SYSTEMS
In design engineering practice, even more activities
associated with the several manufacturing aspects are
being considered during the design phase. Feature-based
modeling has been used in the integration of engineering
activities, from design to manufacturing. Thus, the concept
of features has been used in a wide range of applications
such as part design and assembly, design for
manufacturing, process planning and other countless
applications. These applications are migrating to
heterogeneous and distributed computer environments to
give support to the design and manufacturing processes,
which will be distributed both in space and in time.
It should be noted that it is undesirable and frequently
unlikely to require that all participants in the product
development activities use the same hardware and
software systems. Consequently, the components should
be modular and communicate with the others through a
communication network, for effective collaboration.
Many research efforts have been made in the development
of design environments oriented to computers networks,
usually called network-centered. Shah et al. [1] developed
architecture for standardization of communication between
the kernel of a geometric modeling system and the
applications. Han and Requicha [2] proposed a similar

approach that enables the transparent access to several
solid modelers.
Smith and Wright [3] describe a distributed manufacturing
service called Cybercut (http://cybercut.berkeley.edu),
which makes it possible the conception of a prismatic part
that will be machined using a CAD/CAM system developed
in Java in a context of remote manufacture.
Shao et al. [4] describe a process-oriented intelligent
collaborative product design system based on the
Analysis-Synthesis-Evaluation (ASE) design paradigm and
the parameterization of product design, using agents.
Hardwick et al. [5] propose an infrastructure that allows the
collaboration among companies in the design and
manufacture of new products. This architecture integrates
WWW for sharing information in the Internet using the
STEP standard for product modeling. Martino et al. [6]
propose an approach to integrate the design activities with
the other manufacturing activities based on features, which
supports both feature-based design and featurerecognition.
Collaborative modeling systems typically have a
client/server architecture, differing in the functionality and
data distribution between clients and servers. A common
problem in client/server systems is associated with the
conflict between the limitation of the complexity of the
client application and the minimization of the network load.
A commitment solution can be conceived between the two
ends, the so-called thin and fat clients. A pure thin client
architecture typically places all the functionality in the
server, which sends an image of its user interface to be
shown on the client.
On the other hand, a pure fat client offers total interaction
and local modeling, maintaining its own local model.
Communication with the server is required when it is
necessary to synchronize the data modifications in the
local model with the other clients.
Lee et al. [7] present the architecture of a networkcentered modeling system based on features, in a
distributed design environment, called NetFeature System.
This approach combines feature-based modeling
techniques with communication and distributed computing
technologies in order to support product modeling and
cooperative design activities in a computer network.
The WebSpiff system [8] is based on a client/server
architecture consisting of two main components on the
server side: (i) Modeling System SPIFF that supplies all
the functionality for feature-based modeling, using the
modeling kernel ACIS [9]; (ii) Session Manager that
supplies functionality to start, associate, finish and log out
a modeling session, as well as manages all the
communications between the SPIFF system and the
clients.
Li et al. [10] and Fuh and Li [11] mention several
distributed and integrated collaborative design systems
and Concurrent Engineering, and none of such systems
implements collaborative design activities integrated with
process planning and remote manufacturing systems via
Web for the cylindrical parts domain, with symmetrical and
asymmetrical features. Most of those systems consider
prismatic parts, like WebCAD 2000 of the Cybercut
system, which does not implement collaborative design [3].
The development of the WebCADbyFeatures collaborative
design system differs from the above systems because it
models cylindrical parts, based on synthesis of design
features (symmetrical and asymmetrical), having as
motivation
the
development
of
an
integrated
CAD/CAPP/CAM system that allows the collaborative
design through the web, in a context of Concurrent
Engineering.

3

METHODOLOGY
OF
THE
WEBMACHINING
SYSTEM
Figure 1 presents part of the IDEF0 model of the proposed
system, called WebMachining, where a methodology is
presented for integrating CAD/CAPP/CAM for the remote
manufacture of cylindrical parts through the Internet. The
proposed methodology is divided into three basic activities:
collaborative product modeling (WebCADbyFeatures),
Generative CAPP (WebCAPP) and CAM (WebTurning).
The product development procedure in the WebMachining
architecture
(http://WebMachining.AlvaresTech.com)
begins in the collaborative modeling of a part using
features, where two or more design agents cooperate
during modeling the part in 2D and 3D, in a context of
remote manufacturing, using the Web as a means of
communication, in client-server computer model.
The client, WebCADbyFeatures interface agent (fig. 2) is
connected to the neutral feature modeler via Web, and it
begins the instantiation of a new part to be modeled from a
database, using a library of standardized form features,
made available by the system.
The Graphic User Interface (GUI) is implemented in Java
and HTML. In this GUI, made available by browser, the
user inputs the information on the design features (fig. 2),
which will compose the part in a collaborative design
context. Then, these data are sent to the server. Since the
part is cylindrical, the user models the part in two
dimensions, and may visualize it in 3D, through VRML. A
database was implemented in MySQL that stores the
information on the product modeled by features, containing
information associated with the form features, material
features, tolerance features and technological features
(surface treatment, thermal treatment and production
data). This combined information allows the mapping of the
design features into machining features, which is
fundamental for process planning.
After the conclusion and validation of the model, the
designed part is stored and made available to the CAPP
module to generate the process plan with alternatives for
the part, its linearization and the representation of the
linearized process plan based on STEP-NC (ISO 14649 Part 12) [12], as well as the NC program generation for a
specific CNC lathe, in the case the Romi Galaxy 15M
turning center (http://video.graco.unb.br).
The communication with the Romi Galaxy turning center,
with CNC Fanuc 18i-Ta (fig. 2) is accomplished through a
ethernet connection (physical layer and connection of the
ISO/OSI standard), using the TCP/IP protocols (network
and transport layers of the ISO/OSI standard) associated
with the application protocol Focas1/ethernet libraries of
Fanuc, which is an API for the development of applications
using a standardized data structure to access 300 CNC
functions (http://webdnc.graco.unb.br). be modular and
communicate with the others through a communication
network, for effective collaboration.
Then, the work order it is sent to the remote
manufacturing, and it makes it available the necessary
resources for producing the part (i.e. NC programs, cutting
tools, fixtures and blank).
The teleoperation system of the Romi Galaxy turning
center, called WebTurning, is based on a client-server
architecture, composed by two modules (figures 1 and 3):
WebCam and WebDNC Servers, interfaced with the
programs in a workstation (Linux platform), connected
logically via TCP-IP sockets and ethernet to the machinetool and the clients, being responsible for the capture of
images (http://video.graco.unb.br) and supervisory control
of the CNC lathe; and the clients are interfaced with Java
Applets and HTML pages.

Figure 1: Modeling of the WebMachining system, using the IDEF0 methodology.
associated with the Teleoperation services, work in a bidirectional way, receiving commands through the Internet
and sending status data about the machine.
The implementation of the three computer modules of the
WebMachining system is presented in IDEF0 and UML
diagrams, and for system development it was used the
Java, JavaScript, HTML, C and C++ programming
languages. A case study is presented in this paper,
showing the collaborative modelling of a part, the
generation of the process plan with alternatives and its
linearization associated with a NC program, and finally the
teleoperation and monitoring of the turning center, is
carried out where the part is manufactured.
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Figure 2: Main window of the
WebCADbyFeatures system, showing the
profile of a cylindrical part.
WebTurning's Teleoperation servers are composed by the
video server and Teleoperation servers of the machine that
makes it available command services, program execution,
download and upload of programs, troubleshooting and
other functions associated with the DNC1 communication
protocol, available in the CNC Fanuc 18i-TA,
accomplishing the remote supervision of the machine. All
control action is executed locally, as a function of the delay
of the TCP/IP protocol.
The video server is responsible for the video and image
capture, through four cameras and for its distribution
through the TCP/IP protocol (Internet). The other servers

MULTI-AGENT
ARCHITECTURE
FOR
THE
WEBMACHINING METHODOLOGY
The proposed architecture for the multiagent system
(MAS) can be characterized by the agents' behavior as
being Deliberative, in the internal organization as being of
the Blackboard type, and in the architecture itself as being
of the Federated type using the Facilitator approach [13].
The use of an architecture based on multi-agent system is
certainly the most attractive currently, mainly due to the
evolution of operating systems, especially Unix for
personal computers, and the use of network
communication based on TCP/IP in a client/server
architecture [14]. In this way several types of agents
working cooperatively and in a distributed way can be used
in order to solve many problems associated with
CAD/CAPP/CAM integration in a context of a community of
agents.
The JATLite (Java Agent Template Lite) software tool is
used for implementing the collaborative product design
system. JATLite (http://java.stanford.edu/index.html) is a

software written in Java that allows the users to create
agents that communicate in a robust way over the Internet.
JATLite offers a basic infrastructure in which agents that
are registered in an Agent Message Router (AMR), usually
called facilitator or mediator, use a name and a password,
being connected and disconnected through the Internet,
sending and receiving messages, transferring files via FTP
and usually exchanging information with other agents,
through the many computers in which they run. These
means are used for developing the management system of
the collaborative design sessions, where a design agent
interface makes it available its design for the other
participant agents of the product modeling session.

Figure 3: WebTurning: teleoperation and
remote monitoring of the turning center.
The proposed architecture is composed by six groups of
agents (fig. 4): facilitator (1), database manager (2),
collaborative design (3 e 4), VRML manager (5), process
planning (6) and manufacturing (7, 8, 9 e 10):
1. FACILITATOR AGENT (FA): it performs communication
management among the agents, managing the routing
of the messages among the agents, system safety and
agents registration. It is implemented through the
Message Router Agent, which is part of the JATLite
architecture. It will be necessary more than one FA due
to the amount of agents present in the system, in order
to improve the its function. The AMR is very important
in the JATLite environment, because the agents always
communicate with other agents through AMR.
2. DATABASE MANAGER AGENT: this agent performs
the interaction with the MySQL database. Any agent
that wants some information from the database (SQL
language) makes a request to DMA, and this sends the
answer to the agent that requested the information.
The Facilitator Agent accomplishes the routing of the
messages among these agents.
3. COLLABORATIVE DESIGN: this is a GUI for featurebased design, implemented through a Java applet. This
GUI is executed by a remote client aiming at defining
the model and geometry of the raw part and of the
finished part based on features. Also, it possesses an
embedded Collaborative Design to the interface. This
agent will communicate with the community of agents
through a connection to AF, and this will perform
message routing to the correct agent. Messages are
sent to the other modules of the system and users,
communicating the data regarding the design underway
(i.e. the product model) containing information such as:
user, part name, design name, etc.; this will allow the
identification of the product model that the client is

creating. The connection with the MySQL database is
accomplished directly with the PHP (Personal Home
Page Kit) mechanism, in order to improve the
functioning of the system, not using GUI for this
purpose. In other words, the creation of the part by
features and the verification of the feature library, are
made through PHP. The 3D visualization of the product
model is managed through this GUI, which
communicates with the agent for 3D modelling. Figure
2 shows a prototype of the developed GUI, which is a
Java applet, and the 3D visualization of a part through
VRML.

Figure 4: Multi-agent architecture of the
WebMachining system.
4. REMOTE USER CAM INTERFACE AGENT (WebDNC):
every GUI associated with CAM that is executed by a
remote client and used to teleoperate the CNC
machine, possesses CAMIA embedded in the
interface. This agent communicates with the community
of agents through a connection to FA, performing
message routing for the corresponding agent .
5. 3D VRML BASED MODELLING AGENT (VRML): it is
responsible for 3D modelling using the VRML (Virtual
Reality Markup Language). It receives messages from
CADIA for building 3D part models based on features.
6. PROCESS PLANNING AGENT (WebCAPP): it is
responsible for process planning.
7. WebCam AGENT (WebCam): it is responsible for the
video and image capture of the teleoperation system,
sending the captured images directly to the GUI
associated with CAM. It receives messages from FA
regarding the user's identification, login and password,
to allow the execution of the WebCam server (fig. 5).

8. WebCNC AGENT (WebCNC): it is responsible for the
remote control of the CNC machine, receiving
commands and sends the machine status to the GUI
associated with CAM, WebDNC. It receives messages
from FA regarding the user's identification, login and
password, name of the file with the NC program and
process planning data (fixtures, tools and raw part),
being responsible for the implementation of the
Distributed Numeric Control (DNC) protocol through the
Web (fig. 3) via Focas1/DNC1.
9. MACHINE OPERATOR INTERFACE AGENT (MOIA):
this graphic interface (GUI) instructs the operator on
the shop-floor, being implemented through a Java
applet. This operator interface agent (MOIA) gives the
instructions to the operator about fixturing the raw part,
tools setup, machine preparation, production
scheduling, among others.
10. OPERATOR AGENT (OA): this agent corresponds to
the machine-tool operator, which receives instructions
for fixturing the raw part, tool setup, machine setup,
production scheduling of a part and other data
associated with process planning and that can only be
treated by a human operator.
5 WEBCADBYFEATURES: IMPLEMENTATION
The implementation of the WebCADbyFeatures system
(fig. 5) for collaborative design of cylindrical parts was
conceived for allowing CAD/CAPP/CAM integration, in a
distributed environment through the Web. The inputs to the
software are the feature model and other necessary
information, and it outputs the feature model of the raw
material and the finished part, which becomes an input to
the CAPP module, which in turn is responsible for
generating the process plan and the NC program for the
corresponding part (figure 1).
The computer system WebMachining is based on the
client/server architecture, and the Java, C and C++
programming languages were used.
On the client side the GUI is represented by applets, and
these are called Interface Agents. Two servers (VRML and
JATLite) are implemented (fig. 6):
¾ VRML server based on servlets (TomCat): used
for generating the 3D model of the part in VRML,
from the design feature model of the part;
¾ JATLite Router/Facilitator server: allows the
management of many sessions of collaborative
product modeling, performing the coordination of
communication
between
the
many
WebCADbyFeatures interface agents, as well as
the other agents in the system, managing the
routing of messages between the agents, system
security and agent registration. It is implemented
through the Agent Message Router (AMR) of the
JATLite architecture. The AMR is very important
in the JATLite development environment,
because the agents always communicate
between each other via AMR, send an e-mail
message or a file with the feature model in 2D, via
SMPT and FTP, respectively.
WebCADbyFeatures allows the creation and manipulation
of the feature model for the raw material and finished part
in a collaborative way, the storage of that information in a
MySQL database, the validation of the model and the
visualization of the geometric model in 2D and 3D (via
VRML).
It is composed by a GUI that has menus, visualization
options,
error
messages,
feature
manipulation,
communication with the JATLite session manager for

collaborative modeling, communication with the database
server, communication with VRML server, monitoring of
the shop floor (WebCam), teleoperation of the CNC turning
center, among other functions.

Figure 5: WebCam GUI : capture video
(http://video.graco.unb.br).
WebCADbyFeatures allows the creation and manipulation
of the feature model for the raw material and finished part
in a collaborative way, the storage of that information in a
MySQL database, the validation of the model and the
visualization of the geometric model in 2D and 3D (via
VRML).

Figure 6: Detailed architecture:
WebCADbyFeatures system modules.
The main components are: GUI as a Java applet, the
feature library, 2D Graphical Interface, Collaborative
Design IPLayer Router Client, components for 2D
visualization (graphical primitives such as straight lines and
arcs) and components for 3D visualization (VRML). The
information regarding the features is handled through a
database management system.
The modeling of the part begins with the access of the
client to the Web page for running the CAD Java applet. If

the user is registered, an access to the database is made
in order to verify the user's login and password, and it
works on-line with the integrated CAD/CAPP/CAM system.
The navigation in the system begins after the user's
registration via PHP. Then, the applet is called,
downloaded via web, and automatically the local Java
machine runs the applet. It is used the GUI AWT'S
standard (Abstract Windowing Toolkit) to allow a better
performance and compatibility with any Java machine
version 1.1, which is implemented in a native way in most
browsers (Netscape, Iexplorer, among others), without
need of a specific plug-in for a certain Java version,
facilitating its use by the user.
The first window to appear shows the initial options (figure
7a). For a non-registered user it is only possible to create a
new project.

of the CNC turning center; i.e., rotating tool, such as
keyway, eccentric holes, etc. (radial and longitudinal milling
and drilling operations).
The user has the option of dimensioning the drawing in 2D
(zoom), move it on the screen and also generate the
VRML representation at any moment, allowing thus the
corresponding 3D modeling, starting from the 2D
geometric and feature models, available in the information
model of the part.

a)

c)

b)
d)
Figure 7: Stages in the design of a part: (a) Options
window; (b) Window with data about a new project; (c)
Window of data about the raw material (Solid Bar); (d)
Window with modeling options.
Then, a new window opens up (figure 7b) that gathers the
design information. If the user does not want to alter
anything, the fields are filled out with default values, based
on the user's name and current date. The system guides
the user, asking for the relevant information for part
modeling and process planning.
If the solid bar raw material is chosen, it appears a new
window (figure 7c) requesting the geometric information
about a solid bar, which are its diameter and length.
The last window of this preparatory phase (figure 7d),
provides the user the options for modeling the zero (left or
right) and if he prefers to begin the modeling with the
external or internal area of the part. The default is the
modeling from the left-hand side, and beginning with the
external features, which is the preferred design manner by
the designers.
Proceeding with collaborative modeling, a drawing window
or main window (figures 8 and 9) opens up, where the
desired part is modeled, and the available form features in
the feature library are . Initially, the part is modeled using
the feature union method, in other words, the features are
used as blocks for building the part geometry (like
lego/bricks), which will be represented by a 2D profile of
the part, based on the CAM-I taxonomy [15].
After finishing this phase, part modeling by feature
subtraction begins, i.e., volumes to be removed from the
modeled part by the method of removal of material
volumes, being these features associated with the C axis

Figure 8: WebCADbyFeatures GUI:
STEP-NC part - 2D and VRML.
The visualization in 3D is made through a plug-in for
VRML, previously installed by the user, in her browser.
When selecting the button "VRML-NOW!" (fig. 8), the part
model is sent to WebMachining server through servlets,
which saves the file in the server, and it is sent to the
client's browser via FTP, which calls the available VRML
plug-in, allowing the navigation in the created virtual world
for the part.There is the option for saving locally the
geometric model in 2D and 3D (.wrl extension) and
features (.ftr extension), since the security policy of the
local Java machine is changed, allowing reading and
writing files in the client's computer. The Java machine is
configured in a safe way, preventing applets to have
access to the local resources of the machine. In figures 2,
8 and 9 an example part is shown in 2D and the 3D solid in
VRML.
6 CAPP/CAM SYSTEM: IMPLEMENTATION
The CAPP/CAM modules can be characterized according
to the four dimensions defined by Shah and Mantyla [16]:
in the Planning dimension it generates non-linear process
plans for cylindrical parts machined in CNC lathes,
containing definition of operations, fixtures, setup,
sequences of operations, cutting tools, cutting parameters,
NC code generation and cost estimation, in other words,
micro-planning; in the Planning dimension related to time,
it can be applied both on the tactical level and on the
operational level of a Manufacturing Management System;
in the Method of Planning dimension, it is a generative
CAPP system; in the Depth of Planning dimension, it is
defined as dynamic, in other words, plans can be changed
dynamically during manufacturing depending on the
dynamic characteristics of the manufacturing system.
The
CAPP
system
called
WebCAPP
(http://WebMachining.AlvaresTech.com) is composed by
ten activities, based on STEP-NC (fig. 10):
1. mapping of design features into manufacturing
features (machining): it accomplishes the mapping of

design features into manufacturing features, including
machining operations such as internal and external
cylindrical turning, facing, boring, parting-off, threading,
etc.
2. determination of the machining operations with
alternative, associated with the machining features
(workingsteps): it selects the machining processes for
the features identified, and it also considers the
constraints associated with the dimensions, tolerances,
material of the part, among others.
3. determination of the machining sequence with
alternatives (nonlinear workplan): it determines the
machining sequence with alternatives and setup for
fixturing the part (setups 1 and 2).
4. strategies for generation of tool paths: it determines
the strategies for generating tools paths based on
STEP-NC.
5. determination of the cutting tools (inserts and
supports): it selects the cutting tool, considering the
machine-tool, the type of material of the pair part/tool,
dimensions and tool geometry, tool life, etc.

6. determination of the time model and calculation of
the pattern times and standard cost for each
workingstep.
7. determination of the technological conditions of
optimized machining using genetic algorithms: it
determines the cutting conditions considering the tool
parameters and material, and subject to the following
constraints: the tool life criteria used, machine power,
machine capacity, among others.
8. linearization of the nonlinear process plan using
genetic algorithms.
9. generation of the NC program (ISO 6983): it
determines the tool path considering the feature-based
product model. It considers the axes of displacement of
the tools to avoid collisions, generating the NC program
(ISO 6983).
10.generation of reports and process plan: it sets up
the document regarding the process plan including
information on alternative plans and cost estimates.

Figure 9: Collaborative modeling between two design agents: Alvares and Jones.

Figure 10: IDEF0: WebCAPP System.

7 CONCLUSION
In this article the implementation of a system for of
collaborative product development was described, based
on modelling for synthesis of design features for cylindrical
parts (symmetrical and asymmetrical features) through
Internet, made available by a browser and applet Java.
This software, called WebCADbyFeatures, is one of the
modules of the WebMachining system, which proposes a
framework for CAD/CAPP/CAM integration.
It was developed a multi-agent system that enables
collaborative design, being implemented in a client-server
architecture, composed by servers, HTML pages and Java
applets, which allow the remote user to carry out the
collaborative modelling of the part in 2D and her
visualization in 2D and 3D, through VRML.
Among
the
characteristics
of
the
system
WebCADbyFeatures, there are the following:
9 It uses multi-platform servers based on Servlets,
JATLite, HTTP, MySQL and FTP; implemented in
Java, HTML, Javascript and PHP languages. The
servers were developed in Linux platform, for
being stable and robust, when compared to the
platform Windows, that can also be used;
9 Customer based on applet Java, using AWT, not
being necessary the Java plug-in, enabling total
compatibility with the browsers, being necessary to
activate the Java virtual machine; the user will just
install a plug-in for visualization of the part in
VRML;
9 Multi-user and multi-task system, based on
threads, both on the server side and on the client’s
side;
9 Distant communication among people, eliminating
the geographical and temporary barriers for
product development, allowing the implementation
of Concurrent Engineering;
9 Modelling using splines for features of the
"general_revolution" type, and possibility of
introducing non-concentric features (axis features
C), going besides STEP NC-Part 12 [12];
9 Speed and safety in the communication among the
agents;
9 It is integrated in a generative process planning
system (WebCAPP) and remote machining
(WebTurning) via web.
The WebMachining system can be accessed via web in
the URL http://WebMachining.AlvaresTech.com, making it
available a remote laboratory and a system for rapid
prototyping, in a context of e-Mfg (TeleManufacturing),
allowing collaborative modelling, process planning and
remote machining through web.
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